Development of macaronic Hindi-English ‘Hinglish’ text message content for a coronary heart disease secondary prevention programme
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ABSTRACT
Background Coronary heart disease (CHD) is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in India. Text message based prevention programs have demonstrated reduction in cardiovascular risk factors among patients with CHD in selected populations. Customisation is important as behaviour change is influenced by culture and linguistic context.

Objectives To customise a mobile phone text message program supporting behaviour and treatment adherence in CHD for delivery in North India.

Methods We used an iterative process with mixed methods involving three phases: (1) Initial translation, (2) Review and incorporation of feedback including review by cardiologists in India to assess alignment with local guidelines and by consumers on perceived utility and clarity and (3) Pilot testing of message management software.

Results Messages were translated in three ways: symmetrical translation, asymmetrical translation and substitution. Feedback from cardiologists and 25 patients was incorporated to develop the final bank. Patients reported Hinglish messages were easy to understand (93%) and useful (78%). The software located in Australia successfully delivered messages to participants based in Delhi-surrounds (India).

Conclusions Our process for customisation of a text message program considered cultural, linguistic and the medical context of potential participants. This is important in optimising intervention fidelity across populations enabling examination of the generalisability of text message programs across populations. We also demonstrated the customised program was acceptable to patients in India and that a centralised cross-country delivery model was feasible. This process could be used as a guide for other groups seeking to customise their programs.

Trial registration number TEXTMEDS Australia (Parent study)—ACTRN 12613000793718.

INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in India.1 Surveys from India show that many patients with CVD do not receive indicated treatments2 3 and that knowledge of CVD risk factors is relatively poor.4 Addressing this gap in CVD secondary prevention has been highlighted as a priority by international health organisations.5 6 Heath systems in low income, middle income countries like India are faced with geographical and financial barriers in providing affordable healthcare. There is need for innovative, low-cost, effective strategies that can overcome these barriers and as such a growing interest in mHealth. The Indian telecommunications network is one of the largest in the world with an estimated 997 million mobile subscribers as of September 20157 with 42% of the subscribers from rural regions. The mobile tariff in India is one of the lowest in the world and incoming text messages are free of cost. These features are conducive for the development of mHealth interventions.

In recent years mobile phone text messaging has been used in patients with coronary heart disease (CHD) as a strategy to increase patient engagement, promote medication adherence, educate and support behaviour change.8 A number of studies have evaluated the role of text message based interventions in the Indian subcontinent. For example, to support medication adherence to antiretroviral therapy9 and to diabetes medications10 and for lifestyle and behaviour modification in diabetes prevention,11 mental health12 and oral health.13 However, mostly these trials employed either pictorial messages9 or English text messages.10 13 One study that delivered text messages in the local language reported high acceptability but did not report the process of content development.12 Arguably delivery in the local vernacular is more acceptable14 and improves the capacity to assess the true potential of the intervention. Additionally the language used to support behavioural change, for example, with respect to smoking, diet and physical activity is strongly influenced by the sociocultural context.

The aim of this study was to describe the process of customisation of a secondary prevention text message program to enable delivery of this program to patients with CHD in North India. The secondary prevention text message program was originally developed for the TEXTMEDS (TEXT messages to improve MEDication adherence & Secondary prevention—ACTRN 12613000793718) study in Australia. The TEXTMEDS trial was designed for supporting secondary prevention in Australian patients with CHD. This project was conducted in the context of upscaling for delivery of the program to patients in North India.
METHODS

Study design
We used a three-phase mixed-methods approach to customise an existing text message support program developed in Australia into a macaronic Hinglish (Hindi-English hybrid) text message program. This involved a multistep process of translation, qualitative evaluation, feedback and pilot testing (figure 1).13 We customised the English text message bank used in the TEXTMEDS study to incorporate customs, beliefs, values and linguistic differences of the North Indian patient population. The study was conducted at the All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) hospital (Delhi, India) in collaboration with The George Institute for Global Health (Sydney, Australia).

Choice of ‘Hinglish’ language for the message bank
Common beliefs, behaviours, values and language use differ between Indian and Australian patients. The AIIMS hospital catchment comprises the Delhi metropolitan region, the surrounding suburbs and neighbouring states. While Hindi (official national language of India) is the most widely used language in this region, English is increasingly used as an auxiliary language.16 Under the influence of social media, marketing industry and peer pressure, English words are blending into Hindi leading to the evolution of a hybrid vernacular—‘Hinglish’.17 Internet chat, mobile phones, television and word of mouth have made this a popular language for millions in the country. Hence, guided by the need for lucidity and ease of understanding, we opted for Hinglish based message content rather than a pure Hindi language. For example, the Hindi equivalent of words ‘exercise’ and ‘diabetes’ are ‘vyayaam’ and ‘madhumeha’ however the English equivalent are part of mainstream vocabulary and hence were used in our customised text message bank.

Phase 1: message translation
The first phase involved translation of the TEXTMEDS message bank into Hinglish by bilingual translators with knowledge of both the Australian vernacular and the Indian context. The aim was to provide as close to identical messaging in India but account for contextual and sociocultural differences. We did not perform ‘back translation’19 as the intentions were to achieve conceptual and thematic equivalence rather than direct word-to-word translation. This led to the need for modifying

Figure 1 Developmental phases of a Hinglish text message bank.
AIIMS, All India Institute of Medical Sciences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>English text message</th>
<th>Hinglish equivalent</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>Hi &lt;xxx&gt;, quitting smoking is the best thing you can do to reduce your risk of a heart attack. Aim for lifetime cessation today.</td>
<td>Cigarette, beedi, gutkha aur tambaku ka tyag (quit) — yeh sabse zyada fayda karega. Zindgi bhar ke liye tyag do.</td>
<td>Asymmetrical translation—incorporates tobacco usage habits of the target population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diet</td>
<td>Food prepared at home is usually much healthier than restaurant food. Why not take food from home and have an outing to the park instead?</td>
<td>Ghar kaa khaanaa hotel ke khaneey se jyadaa healthy hotaa hai. Kyun na ghar se tiffin box le jayen.</td>
<td>Symmetrical translation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity</td>
<td>Hi &lt;xxx&gt;, usually it is safe to start mild exercise early after a heart event but if you are unsure ask your doctor or hospital cardiac rehab unit.</td>
<td>Heart attack ke baad, halki-fului karsat (walking exercises) se shuruat karen. Dhire dhire isme badhautri karen.</td>
<td>Near symmetrical translation to maintain 160 character length of short message service (SMS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication</td>
<td>Aspirin stops the blood platelets from sticking and prevents blood clots from forming. Take aspirin once per day with food.</td>
<td>Aspirin blood ko patlaa kartaa hai aur khoon ko jamme se roktaa hai. Rozana pehle kuchh khaanaa khayen fir aspirin ki goli len.</td>
<td>Symmetrical translation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General guidelines</td>
<td>It is important to keep LDL cholesterol levels less than 2.0.</td>
<td>LDL cholesterol, nukasaan-daaayak (harmful) cholesterol hai. Yeh khoon mein 100 mg se kum honaa chaahiye.</td>
<td>Symmetrical translation with education on importance of LDL cholesterol. Blood levels of cholesterol converted to country-specific units.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Examples of Hinglish text messages developed from the English bank for use by the Hindi-speaking Indian population

<xxx> represents participants preferred name.
and/or substitution of a proportion of the text messages which were not relevant to the target population. Two bilingual researchers (JT, GP) worked independently to generate two separate drafts. These researches were medical professionals; a clinical cardiologist undertaking doctorate of philosophy (JT) and a doctor of alternative medicine (GP). The two drafts were then merged. This was further reviewed and modified by three additional bilingual clinicians/researchers (GK, ST, RJ) in order to improve clarity and the value of the content.

Messages were translated in three major ways: symmetrical translation, asymmetrical translation and substitution (table 1). The generic text messages with universal application were directly translated without modification, that is, symmetrical translation. The second group of messages required partial modification to suit local behaviours, that is, asymmetrical translation. The third group of messages was not relevant to India, for example, an English message on smoking cessation referring to an Australian website (eg, http://www.icanquit.com.au) was replaced with a Hinglish message advising the need to quit tobacco in all forms; as to our knowledge, no similar website existed in India at the time, and it was desired that information on multiple types of tobacco use was added into the message bank for India. During the translation process we also customised messages or replaced messages to integrate the sociocultural habits of the population from India, for example, while cigarette smoking is the most common means of consuming tobacco in Australia, tobacco chewing and smoking traditional hand rolled cigarettes (beedi) is equally popular in India.

Message content: The medical content of the translated text message bank aimed to be identical to the original. It covered the major areas of CVD secondary prevention including quitting tobacco, physical activity, nutrition, medication adherence, targets and monitoring of cardiovascular risk factors and general heart health information which were based on a theoretical framework. A wide range of behaviour change techniques was used, for example, the messages were designed to provide information, motivate, identify target goals, set up graded tasks, and encourage self-management and seeking of additional help.

Message structure: The Hinglish language used for the messages took into consideration the diversity of the audience in terms of age, sex and possible modest literacy levels. An important forethought was the need to minimise character count to ≤160 (including spaces). A standard text message is of 160 character message. Longer messages are treated by most telecom companies as two messages resulting in higher cost and fragmented message delivery.

Unique challenges in translation: The screen display of all mobile phones may not be configured to support Hindi texts, however all mobile phones universally support Roman texts. Hence, we choose to deliver text that conveyed the meaning in Hindi but was worded using Roman alphabets (figure 2). This occasionally led to difficulties in accurately determining the spelling of the Hindi word. For example, there are multiple words for ‘medicine’ in Hindi. We selected the word ‘goli’ considering the ease of the spelling. However the word ‘goli’ can have a variety of meanings. It can signify either ‘tablet’ or ‘bullet shot’ or ‘confectionary’. In order to avoid ambiguity such words were presented followed by the conventional English counterpart in parenthesis (table 1: Medication—message 2).

Phase 2: evaluation and user acceptance testing
The aim of phase 2 was to refine the content of the first draft. The initial draft bank of messages was reviewed and modified by a team of cardiologists at AIIMS hospital to ensure consistency of recommendations with local medical guidelines and appropriateness. The message bank was then distributed for feedback by end users through a participant survey. Each message was evaluated by two cardiologists and two patients with a recent diagnosis of acute coronary syndrome (ACS). Participants reported on ease of understanding and perceived usefulness of the messages. The messages were further refined based on the feedback.

Phase 3: intervention delivery testing
The finalised message bank underwent pilot testing to check compatibility and functionality of the software program used to deliver messages. The software program that administers the TEXTMEDS study was designed and is based at Westmead Hospital, a University of Sydney affiliated tertiary referral centre serving a diverse ethnic population in western Sydney, Australia. For delivering text messages to North India, the software program was modified to accommodate two changes: difference in time zone and need for communication with an India based telecom company. We were concerned that sending text messages to India through an Australian telecom company would be subject to unpredictable latency (time to end-user delivery) and risk delivery failure as messages may be treated as spam. Hence we used the services of a local telecom company (Delhi, India) that offered a secure communication application programming interface (API) gateway (figure 3). The messages sent were checked with India based individuals on a variety of phone networks for delivery send failure, time latency, display on handset and readability (figure 2).
RESULTS
Phase 1: message translation

Table 1 illustrates examples of English text messages and their Hinglish versions. The process involved: symmetrical translation—79%, asymmetrical translation—18% and substitution—3%. The final bank comprised 245 Hinglish text messages. The messages provided guidance and tips on a range of key secondary prevention areas. Twenty-seven messages addressed the benefits of quitting tobacco and provided encouragement and tips for quitting. Fifty-five messages provided information on five major secondary preventative medication classes, importance of adherence and side effects. Thirty-six general cardiac messages included information on risk factor monitoring, guideline recommended targets and need for regular health check-ups. Seventy-five messages focused on nutritional facts, healthy eating habits, increasing fruit-vegetable intake, reducing salt intake and weight loss. Thirty-six messages highlighted the benefits of physical activity and establishing graded tasks. There were 16 messages comprising study welcome message, offers for additional help and study completion thank you message.

Phase 2: user acceptance testing

Patients with a recent diagnosis of ACS were approached in cardiology outpatients and inpatients for initial evaluation of the Hinglish message bank. Twenty-five participants provided feedback. Their mean age was 57±7 years and 95% were men. All participants had completed primary school education and reported the ability to read Hindi and English. Each participant provided feedback on 20 messages and each message was reviewed by at least two participants. Participants reported 93% were easy to understand and 78% were perceived to be useful and informative. All participants showed good acceptance for Hinglish and none reported a need to change the text message content. Few messages required rewording; approximately five messages required significant rewording to improve clarity and understanding.

Phase 3: pilot testing

During this phase approximately 100 text messages were sent to six members of the research team and one additional external consumer. All the messages were sent during work hours (India time) on four random weekdays for 3 months. The short message service (SMS) engine located in Sydney (Australia) provided a 5-hour time offset to match with the daytime of the participants located in India. The software engine has the capacity to send 1800 text messages per hour (one SMS/2 s). The text messages were sent by the engine via a secure API gateway at no cost to participants and at a bulk rate (23 Paisa per SMS, ie, approximately <0.01 USD per SMS).

All seven participants reported receiving 100% of sent messages and delivery as intended. Delivery of messages at random times was viewed by these participants as a strength; avoiding habituation and desensitisation. We found the latency (time from the software sending message to the gateway to actual
receipt by the participant) was usually within few seconds and the longest was approximately 15 min, which was considered acceptable. All messages were displayed on the handset as intended and required no further revision.

The software engine interface (figure 4) was custom designed. It allowed the researchers to view the following (1) preferred name of the participant and their mobile phone number, (2) the summary of daily message send list, (3) the message category and its content and (4) message delivery status. The engine enabled the study team to review the detailed transaction log of each participant (figure 5).

DISCUSSION
This paper describes the process of translation and customisation of an English text message bank for use in a northern Indian population. We have outlined the key considerations...
during the development process to provide a framework for other researchers. The potential of text message based programs to support behavioural change in CHD has been described in a number of single region studies, but to enable scale-up of these interventions, a process to customise support programmes to other populations is needed. In the current example, the process included morphing English text messages into a Hindi-English mingled version that was culturally appropriate and acceptable. We have shown that it is feasible to amalgamate two languages successfully in order to develop a macaronic text message bank which is comprehensible and acceptable to participants from non-English-speaking background of North India.

There is increasing recognition of the need to deliver linguistically and culturally appropriate healthcare programmes to non-English-speaking populations. In international collaborative studies, there is recognition of cultural variation and its impact on developing and customising data collection instruments. Direct translation without cultural adaptation or content equivalence can limit the utility of the intervention. Hence our team felt it was essential to maintain semantic, conceptual and experiential equivalence between the source and target language to harness the maximum potential of the intervention. Equivalence refers to how the piece of information relates to the intended idea across different cultures. To prove validity of such translated instruments, it is important to meticulously document the process adapted.

To our knowledge, only a small number of mHealth studies have reported their process of development of cross-cultural text message banks. Buchholz et al translated messages to support physical activity and Colantonio et al translated messages to support smoking cessation. Both these studies translated messages into Spanish. Hormes et al have reported one problem with the translation process, that is, the target language may lack appropriate words that convey the same meaning as the source language. We did not face this problem, perhaps since our approach involved the use of a macaronic-hybrid language. Effective communication is central in a health system. Researchers and healthcare providers have the obligation to provide information in a language that participants and patients can understand.

Besides the language barrier, there are additional factors that limit access to healthcare information particularly in low income and middle income countries. This may be due to lack of infrastructure, limited access to physicians, cost associated with travel, cost of visiting health professionals and absence of awareness on need for lifelong therapy. Mobile phone text messaging, and other mHealth interventions, can address some of these issues. Mobile phones are increasingly used by people from all age groups, socioeconomic strata and geographical regions. This makes them attractive and cost-effective channels for health communication in low income, middle income countries. The cost can be further reduced by developing an integrated and centralised model for program delivery. To our knowledge most text message programs have used local telecommunications networks and delivery programs. In our study, the software engine is based in Sydney, Australia and uses a local (Indian) telecommunications company to deliver text messages. A centralised message management system like our study, requires less staff, is easy to monitor and likely more efficient. From a public health perspective, this centralised model of direct program delivery to wider and international audiences could be a low-cost means of providing individually customisable prevention and education programs in settings where resources are limited.

The main strength of our programme was involvement of bilingual translators with clinical knowledge or clinical research background. This meant that meanings and words in English were able to be converted to the Hinglish equivalents taking into account the sociocultural context and local clinical guidelines. In the absence of bilingual clinician-researchers, one approach may be to engage a professional translation service to do a first draft of the messages, then seek help of a larger group of reviewers including clinicians and consumers to ensure the message bank is consistent with clinical guidelines and uses appropriate language for local consumers. Thus if a professional translation service is engaged, it would be important that beyond direct translation, there is the additional step of integrating the sociocultural needs of the target population.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper describes the process of converting an English text message bank into Hinglish and the steps and potential challenges in this. Ensuring prevention programmes focused on education and support are appropriately customised for populations are likely to be important in preserving the fidelity of intervention delivery across populations. In the current case a hybrid language text message bank was developed. Internationalisation facilitated by mHealth may mean that in the future world of mHealth, such languages become the norm and certainly with
much existing cross-cultural dialogue this is already the norm. Our experience has demonstrated high acceptance and comprehension for such hybrid messages by consumers. We have also demonstrated the feasibility of cross-country programme delivery. Centralised models that enable international delivery of programmes may be potentially used for large-scale implementation of mobile technology-based public health interventions.
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